
                                                           Wake up Sovereigns.
Please sovereigns we must wake up before it is too late this scam of virus that 
is attacking the world was made in the laboratory and release upon the world 
sovereigns. the elite want to control, and I am sure if you must give your 
permission you will not agree.

I received an email from a client who would like to register for my class.  I was 
asks to explain about the strawman which I did, she then proceed to let me 
know she had a conversation with a man she followed on FB who told her the 
entire UCC rights of sovereignty is all lies to distract us. 

I would like to inform all that is interested in freedom, the elite have a plan for 
us, and we need to open our eyes and mind and let the energy flows. Go with 
your gut feeling. Most people I spoke to told me they knew something is not 
right, but they do not know what to do.

At present we are being control by the coronavirus. By the time this is over the 
elite will have an idea what they can do to us for total control. 

I would like to go back a few hundred years when the British went to America 
took with them the small- pox made in a laboratory  and killed over 50 million 
native American Indians took their land  you do not hear about them but you 
hear about the 5 million Jews killed by Hitler who was a son of Rothchild.

The first and second world war plan by the elite for millions of soldiers to die 
as their blood sacrifice to their gods. Do the elite send their children to fight 
wars? [ Only John Kennedy.]

They made us slaves we are now voluntary slaves with a number attached to 
us.

We were born sovereigns it was not something that was given to us it is our 
birth -right, we came with free will, and the only laws we had to obey were the
10 commandments. We have 2 masters the force and the elite that control, 
the bible say we cannot worship two masters yet people in the Billions do.
I do not say god I say the force, King James made god into a fiction by spelling 
his name in all capital letters [GOD]. He was a paedophile and died of syphilis. 
People like him is an elite that tells us what to do how to live according to their
rules, and we follow without questions.



Aids virus was also made in the lab so is Ebola whenever they ready to get rid 
of the Africans they spread the virus and after so many killed, they find a cure, 
and it reappear at their whim.

In England in the 1900 children from the age of 5 work in the coal mines, poor 
starving,  when they were too many starving and live in poor and unhealthy 
conditions, they release the rats and London had the black plague thousands 
died horrible death.

As a retired nurse I work in Florida at the VA hospital, nurse hundreds of 
soldiers on heroin, they were given heroin so they can rape and kill women/ 
children in the Vietnam war they told me it was a drug war setup by their 
government. They were in contact with a chemical known as agent orange
All compliments of the elite.

Over 50 thousand American soldiers died in Vietnam, do we hear about them 
the elite collected the insurance money that was place on every soldier with 
their names written in block letters consist of Billions of dollars their families 
were never aware of. Check the head stones you will find the strawman is still 
making billions. Read the book spooky 8 by Bob King. And it tells you how the 
war was based on drugs

Now is time for them to step up their agenda and spread this virus around the 
world and make the one world order. First you will be so controlled all your 
credentials will be on one card ss# passport#
Bank /credit cards /drivers licence birth certificate # everything with a number 
will be on there. Here in South America they are claiming we have the virus by 
one person which is fake news the lady is a friend of the family and died of a 
heart attack.

Now I would like to let anyone who is able to see what is the elite agenda, 
please do not question what you are feeling it is meant for you to see , the 
saying is your eyes are open but you still cannot see. Some people are here for 
the ride. If you can see you are part of the family of Bringers of the dawn the 
family of light.        

The uniform commercial code is a code that was set up to make trillions from 
the sovereigns by take your name and turn it into a fiction it was so carefully 
orchestrated no one ever took notice to it’s existence it dominate all our lives 
from birth /death and beyond .



The elite are not under any constitution they are under contract law, all 
government in the world are corporate let’s look at England, the UK is a 
corporation the United Kingdom is a country.

The united states is a country spell in all lower case the U.S. USA U.S.A. 
AMERICA are corporations and is located in the district of Columbia as per the 
UCC. Everything we do are under contract we are under colour of law 
DEFACTO. All compliments of the elite who want to make us all permanent 
slaves.

 The strawman is your name written in block letters MARY DOE, IT IS ALSO A 
CORPORATION since all countries have corporate governments they cannot 
interact with real people, so they made you into a corporation. the banks 
belong to the elite they own everything and everyone they would like to own 
this hunk of real estate they call earth, but we will stop them with the help of 
the force I believe in energy and whatever you believe will happen .

The President of the us corporation have the power under immigration act100 
under executive order To shut down the entire country close airports cancel 
water electricity food supply and place the sovereigns in work camps and 
congress cannot interfere for 6 months. FEMA have over 60 thousand 
employees and billions of dollars and no one knows what it is for, please don’t 
tell me they help in disaster. When Hitler place the Jews in work camps he 
ended up putting them in gas chambers, think about it you think that is not 
true this virus was planned for us and to kill people in countries all over the 
globe. Fake news they know exactly what they are doing they can use your 
strawman even after you are dead.  

 

                                                        Strawman.
You are not your name, names are property and your name is your property, 
no matter what form it appears in.

Your trade name is common-law-copyright. Your true name is autograph 
common-law-copyright. No one can lawfully use your name in the system 
without your permission.



Your name is a flag as per the law of flags, proclaiming your rights standing in 
law and jurisdiction.

When set forth in upper- lower case, sign letters in accord to English grammar 
your name is a true name in law such a name signifies the real you having flesh
and blood being free with absolute  unalienable rights, Mandate that such an 
assemblage of letters something entirely different from Your true name 
signifies such deception now comprises the fundamental legal device use to 
control 

Not only America/ Uk but the entire world.

                                                        UCC. -Set of Codes

Ucc is the uniform commercial code believe it or not people you are living 
under contract law and everything you own belongs to your slave masters or 
the elite as you wish to call them my name for them is scum of the earth. Even 
if you pay for your house and do not pay the taxes they can take it 
I can go on forever hope to see you in class. God Bless Regards Bibi


